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A GUIDE TO  
PRECIOUS METALS 

The basis of all fine jewellery 
since time began, platinum, gold, 
silver, and palladium remain the 
extraordinary, noble, dazzling, 
magical and rare precious metals at 
the heart of our jewellery today.

And everyone but everyone has 
their favourite: whether it be the 
soft, understated gleam of silver, 
the sheer opulence of 24 carat gold 
or the supreme rarity of platinum. 

In their purest, natural forms, 
our favourite precious metals are 
actually a great deal softer than you 
might think. 

Silver is the softest, then palladium, 
then gold and finally platinum, the 
densest of all fine metals.

For jewellers to craft an enduring 
piece of jewellery the precious 
metal is generally ‘alloyed’ or 
mixed with other precious metals  
to harden it and make it  
more workable.  



SILVER 
Its affordability and lustrous whiteness make silver widely 
appreciated. It is soft so is alloyed with other metals to 
improve its hardness and durability enabling jewellers to 
work it more easily. Sterling silver is 92.5% pure silver with 
the remainder including some copper. 

Silver tarnishes because of the oxygen in the air. To clean, 
rinse in water, dry and buff with a soft cloth. If the tarnish 
is brownish, use a silver jewellery cleaning cloth. Rubbing 
jewellery will polish the surface. For a matte finish, apply a 
soft, school rubber directly onto the metal to clean and avoid 
any damage. 

For a deep clean, use a liquid silver dip from a high-quality 
jeweller then wash the piece thoroughly and buff with a silver 
cloth or ask your National Association of Jewellers jeweller 
for advice.

GOLD
Gold has been the eternal symbol of power and wealth for 
millennia, the adornment of pharaohs, kings, emperors and 
sultans. The oldest gold jewellery ever discovered was found 
in modern-day Bulgaria and dates back some 6,600 years. 
Its glamour comes from its glorious colour and an enduring 
brightness that will not tarnish.

Gold is naturally yellow in colour, lustrous and gleaming. 
White, pink or rose gold do not exist in nature but are created 
by using other metals including silver, palladium, copper and 
others to mix or ‘alloy’ with natural yellow gold to change  
its colour.

The term for the ‘fineness’ or purity of gold is ‘carats’ (cts) 
which designate the percentage of the gold content in a piece:



• Pure gold, i.e. 100% gold, is referred to as 24ct gold

• 22ct gold jewellery is prized in some cultures

• 18ct is 75% gold with 25% of other precious metals

• 25% of palladium is used to produce white gold

• 25% of copper is used for red or pink gold

• 14ct is 58.5% gold and 41.5% of other metals

• 9ct is 37.5% gold and 62.5% of other metals.

WHITE GOLD

White gold is a more modestly-priced alternative to 
platinum. It has an intriguing silvery-gold colour which is 
not quite platinum-white. To achieve a white appearance, 
the vast majority of white gold is plated with rhodium, a 
cousin metal of platinum. Over time the plating will wear 
off but it can always be re-plated by your NAJ jeweller.

RED OR ROSE GOLD

The distinctive rosy tint comes from a higher dosage of 
copper in the alloy to produce the warm, welcoming glow. 
Because the colour permeates right through the metal, no 
surface plating is required.

CLEANING OR TARNISHING

Gold does not tarnish easily although the alloys used may 
possibly discolour. 9ct rose gold may discolour because of 
copper in the alloy. Retain brightness by cleaning in a gentle 
solution of soapy water and gently rubbing with a gold 
polishing cloth. 

Always pay great attention to the care instructions for any 
gemstones that may be set in your jewellery and may be 
damaged in water.



PLATINUM 
This extraordinary metal is far rarer than gold. In fact, it’s 
said that, if all the platinum ever mined were poured into an 
Olympic-sized swimming pool, it would barely cover your 
ankles! Naturally extremely white, platinum alloys usually 
contain 95% platinum. Because of its denseness and rarity, 
platinum jewellery is more expensive than gold.

Platinum does not tarnish and is naturally hypoallergenic. 
Clean in the same way as gold.

PALLADIUM 
Palladium is a dream material for jewellery designers who 
enjoy creating larger, more dramatic designs. Very slightly 
darker and much lower in density than platinum, it is a 
member of the platinum family and popular as an affordable 
and much lighter alternative. Like platinum, it is also 
hypoallergenic and tarnish resistant. Clean in the same way  
as gold.

ALLERGY ALERT
Some people – and this is rare – are allergic to pure gold. 
Other people may be allergic to different metals in an alloy 
mix. If you’re in any doubt, it is important to check with  
your doctor.

HALLMARKING
First introduced in 1300, hallmarking is the oldest consumer 
protection legislation in the world. Hallmarking began when 
silver and goldsmiths took their wares to the Goldsmiths Hall 
in London to be tested for metal purity or fineness. A stamp or 
‘Mark’ was punched into the metal as a surety in the great hall 
– hence the name ‘HALLMARK’.

It is a legal requirement that all items in the UK sold as silver, 
gold, platinum or palladium should be hallmarked by one of 
the four UK Assay Offices or an assay office belonging to the 
International Convention to provide you with the reassurance 
you need that what you’re buying really is what you think 
you’re buying! 



THE NAJ WEBSITE — NAJ.CO.UK : 
NOT JUST FOR MEMBERS

Making sure you have the right jeweller for one of the  
most treasured and valuable purchases of your life is dear  
to our hearts. 

On our website, you’ll find a dedicated consumer section 
designed to provide you with a wealth of information about 
buying or selling jewellery as well as the contact details of 
designer and retailer members of the Association, who can cater 
for your individual needs.

To learn more about the National Association of Jewellers and 
how we can support you visit naj.co.uk
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